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"Come unto Me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden.... " B.D. No. 6137

December 16th 1954

Come unto Me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest.... "I assure all 
of you who are in trouble and distress of My help, if only you take your way to Me, if you 

remember Me in your distressed situation, if you come to Me.... You should believe that I can and 
want to help you and come to Me with this confidence, entrusting yourselves to Me and remembering 
My promise that I will give you what you ask for....  No one will leave Me who has not received 
comfort and strength from Me, if only he prays to Me with full faith when he comes to Me hoping for 
help from Me. I Am well aware of your adversity, nevertheless, I urge you to entrust yourselves to Me 
yourselves, because I can only help you if you approach Me for it.... once you have found the path to 
Me, for My goal is to be close to you and therefore cause you to seek contact with Me.... Only when  
you have united with Me of your own will in thought.... which happens through heartfelt prayer to  
Me.... I have achieved this goal: the recognition of Myself as God and Father from eternity, which you 
once denied Me and which therefore caused you to become unhappy....  I  will  always say to you: 
'Come to Me'.... or 'Ask and it shall be given you' or 'Call upon Me in time of need'.... because it is 
always My will that you unite with Me.... Only then can I assert My claims on you, then you will have 
surrendered to Me, as it were, and that means detaching yourselves from My adversary. And then you 
will also understand why I so often let you get into adversity and distress where there is only ever one 
way out, that you call upon Me for help if you don't completely surrender to the one who pulls you 
down.... who then also helps you but in a way which is obviously harmful to you, for he demands your 
soul in return.... He will give you earthly everything but you will lose the life of your soul for it, for 
you  will  increasingly  fall  into  his  power....  you  will  only  have  earthly-material  thoughts  and 
completely forget about Me.... you will deny Me and again acknowledge him as your Lord.... and it 
will be well with you on earth, but you will be lost for eternity.... do not expect this welfare on earth, 
but come to Me in your distress.... and I will truly give you what you need for body and soul.... You 
will not be sparsely provided for, for My love distributes abundantly, however, only what is good for 
your soul's salvation, but it will also always provide for you earthly, as I have promised you.... You 
need not be in need, for you have a Father in heaven Who only requires that you turn to Him in your 
heart and Who will then also provide for you like children to whom He refuses nothing except what 
harms them.... but you must come to Him voluntarily....

"

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)
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Loneliness and depression 

Hours of loneliness.... Inevitable separation from the world.... B.D. No. 1620

September 19th 1940

he hours of solitude are well suitable to cause man to think, and he is therefore to often seek the 
opportunity  to  escape  from  all  earthly  hustle  and  bustle  to  devote  himself  to  inner  self-

contemplations, which can have a beneficial effect. In his arrogance man often believes to satisfy the 
demands, which God makes.... get enlightenment when he subjects himself to a critical consideration, 
when he compares his acting and thinking with the demands of God, which he places on man through 
his commandments of love. Then his way of life will be held up to him through the inner voice, or his 
attention will be drawn when his acting and thinking deviates from what God wants.... And again it 
depends on how far he listens to the inner voice; it depends on whether he is set on contradiction or 
willingly accepts the admonition of those who want to help him.... Accordingly he will also adjust his 
further life; he will either strive to ennoble himself or also try to drown out the inner voice with  
counter-speeches which still express the desire for the world too much. Because man, who is still so 
attached to the world, does not take it exactly with the fulfilment of divine commandments to secure 
earthly advantage for himself. And so the earthly minded man will also not be willing to often go into 
solitude, i.e., his soul does not long for hours of inner contemplation, but seeks to deafen itself and to  
drown out the inner voice through the hustle and bustle of the world. And it is a favour of God, so he 
brings such man compulsorily into situations, where he is exposed to loneliness.... . The desire for the 
world can indeed also appear in that man with increased power and such loneliness bring him no use 
at all for his soul; but often also man comes to the recognition of his useless way of life and returns as  
another man into world life. The inner contemplation has brought him knowledge that his thinking and 
acting up to now was not the right one, and he seeks to change himself and his nature and to pay more 
attention to the inner life, which he will also succeed when his striving is serious, i.e. his will remains 
turned towards right  thinking.  And so often an apparent  evil....  an inevitable  separation from the 
world.... can have an extremely beneficial effect because when the earth world has moved away from 
man, the spiritual world can approach him; where earthly distractions do not influence man's thinking, 
otherworldly powers can now have an effect and give enlightenment to man in the form of thoughts 
about  the  actual  meaning and purpose  of  life.  And the  success  in  spiritual  relationship  can  fully 
compensate man for what he was denied in earthly joys.... .

T

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Friendship of the Lord.... Early retrieval.... B.D. No. 6678

October 26th 1956

ow lonely you humans are without Me, even though you can list many earthly friends.... They 
can leave you every hour, they can be called away every hour and leave you alone, and no-one 

can guarantee you that he will be there to help you when you need him. For these friends of yours are  
people who are not yet perfect and therefore can also fail.... But if you have chosen Me as your friend 
and brother, if you have joined Me, then you can also safely count on Me in every adversity and 
distress, for I will never leave you, I will never leave you or stand idly by if you get into trouble. You 
can be called immeasurably rich if you have gained My friendship, which is extremely easy if only 
you want this friendship, if it is your desire to surrender to Me with all your love. For I, too, long for  

H
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you and therefore immediately come to meet you when I recognise your will. An earthly path without 
Me will  never  lead  to  success,  and even if  you are  granted  a  regular  earthly  life  with  apparent  
success.... But the soul gains nothing during its earthly life, and this has therefore been lived in vain. 
This is why I say: How lonely you humans are without Me, because I thereby describe the soul's fate, 
which has no-one at its side to help it to perfection. If only all people would at least make an attempt  
to entrust themselves to their God and Creator, their Father from eternity, to give Him a place in their 
hearts and to let Him advise them as a friend and brother.... But where faith in Me is lacking or where 
faith is only a dead one, I Am not remembered there and My help is not utilised either, but earthly life 
is consciously lived out with a self-assurance which clearly indicates by whom people are dominated. 
And their souls remain lonely because the worldly friends cannot give it what it needs. A life without 
Me cannot lead to the goal, and therefore I very often end a person's earthly progress prematurely in 
order to still give him the opportunity to progress one step further in the kingdom of the beyond, 
which is also still questionable but nevertheless possible.... And before the end of this earth My mercy 
still has to inflict many a wound which can contribute to a healing of the sick soul, be it through a  
sudden call-up of this or also through hardship and suffering of a different kind which can already 
have an educative effect on the human being in earthly life.... I have to put them into such hardship 
that  they  look  around  for  a  helper  in  order  to  then  approach  them Myself,  in  order  to  then  be 
recognised by them as a friend and brother to Whom they now entrust themselves unconditionally. A 
life without Me is an empty run.... and it will therefore mostly be accompanied by earthly success, 
because My adversary can work where My presence is excluded. But I try to approach every person, 
and therefore every person will also have to struggle unusually at times and experience failure, and 
then I expect his attention to Me.... If this is in vain then My adversary will be at work again and the 
distance from Me will constantly increase.... The soul becomes increasingly more wretched and My 
mercy then often releases it from its shell, and then the struggle for this soul begins in the beyond so 
that it will recognise its loneliness and wretched state there and now turn to the One Who alone can 
help it.... But one day its remorse will be very great when it realises how little earthly life was of use  
to it and how little it achieved because it did not let Me walk beside it, Who truly would have guided it 
correctly....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Depression....Suffering is the Father's Love.... B.D. No. 0828

March 25th 1939

n indescribable longing will awaken in you if you strive for perfection and think of the delights 
of heaven. And this desire will contribute towards removing the soul's fetters, for the desire for 

the world and earthly pleasures will decrease to the same extent, the desire for earthly possessions will 
dwindle and only that which signifies happiness for the soul will be desired. And if you are in this  
state all depression will also disappear, for all worldly things will no longer affect you, the soul will 
become free and disregard the body, and then nothing will be able to weigh it down which causes it  
pain in a less perfect state. And so accept this comfort and only work undaunted on yourself, then you 
will also overcome such hours where the pressure of earth still weighs too heavily on you. The Father 
in heaven knows about the hardships of His children, and yet they cannot stay away completely; they 
should spur on what is tired and purify what is not yet clean. Keeping this in mind, every day will 
bring you its blessings, and you will come ever closer to the state of liberation. So often the soul lets  
itself drift,  it sways to and fro and is not yet firm in itself, and then it needs such depressions to  
strengthen it and to stir up the desire for its Creator. When it has overcome such moods, then it will 
again be light and clear within itself, and it lives with double concern for its liberation.

A
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It sometimes remains incomprehensible to people how God's Fatherly love often expresses itself in a 
way that touches people painfully, they cannot find an explanation for it because they are unable to 
judge what unspeakable misery their fate would be if only beautiful and joyful things always awaited 
them on earth and that this misery would be far more painful than the earth's suffering. The Father's 
infinite love is only ever willing to give and has never wanted people to suffer as long....as they do not 
violate divine order, every suffering would stay away from them and they would only ever feel God's 
kindness and love. But if their own will impels them to violate divine order and thus they would have 
to endure unspeakable suffering in the beyond, because God has to be a just judge after all and cannot 
deny people's sense of justice out of love for them, He will try to convince.... people of their wrong 
thoughts and actions while they are still on earth, He will try to influence them favourably and make 
them compliant with divine will...., and this in every way.... through His Word, which makes His will 
known....  through  admonitions  and  constant  references  to  the  suffering  and  misfortune  of  fellow 
human beings and precisely through suffering which affects.... the human being himself but which can 
only be called minimal compared to the suffering which awaits the incorrigible human being in the 
beyond....The love of the world has taken such hold of him that he, blinded by its splendour and shine, 
does not recognise.... the warm, mild light of divine love, for the adversary fights with violent means. 
He seeks to awaken the love of splendour and magnificence in the human being, and if the human 
heart succumbs to this love it will no longer feel the breath of divine love. And if the Father in heaven  
still wants to bring Himself to people's remembrance, He can only do so through suffering,....for it is  
in suffering that people are most likely to find their way back to Him, and suffering can then become 
an unexpected blessing, where otherwise the love of the divine Saviour on earth is not respected....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Comfort....Indirect help of the spiritual beings in abandonment 
of the soul.... 

B.D. No. 0557

August 27th 1938

ehold, I am with you always....and close to My Own and give them strength.... It is an infinitely 
reassuring thought to know that you are protected by the Lord of Creation, and therefore people 

who see in the Lord their friend and protector and their Father will also be able to complete their life's  
journey in peace. Become like children and entrust yourselves to the Father!....He hears your prayer 
and stands by you in your adversity, for it is His will that you be protected from heartache and find 
your way to Him without it. Every soul receives such wonderful evidence of His love through God's  
grace and will be allowed to enjoy this evidence of love more often the more it turns to Him. It is all  
the more understandable that the right connection with the Lord will arise when His love embraces the 
human  child  and  expresses  itself  in  such  a  way that  He  promises  strength  on  earth,  like  divine 
strength. You will recognise that an invisible union of the spirit with the soul takes place when you 
become aware of this strength within yourselves, for God allows this extraordinary grace where one's 
own will strives for perfection and where continued work on the soul puts it into the state that the 
spirit can unite with the soul and consequently all constraint of matter falls away from it. It is an 
unparalleled battle which an earthly child has to fight if the soul wants to shake.... off the chains of 
matter  without  God's  grace  this  would be impossible,  for  the  human being's  strength  is  far  from 
sufficient, yet every soul has just been offered immense means through the Lord....'s love, that these 
means  will  be  given  to  the  soul,  and  thus  the  path  is  an  easy  one  again  when  God's  grace  is 
implored,....yet  if  people  don't  pay  attention  to  prayer  they  very  soon  become negligent  in  their 
possible efforts to ascend,....they achieve nothing through their own strength, they become tired and 
soon  abandon  their  plan  altogether.  But  the  soul  fears  and  dreads  this  sluggishness  and  suffers 
unspeakably when the human being's will slackens. But little help can come from the spiritual world 
either, for its inhabitants likewise wait for the supplication before they are allowed to.... intervene. In 
such abandonment the soul will often feel compelled to commit an obvious breach of faith in the body. 

B
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It will let the body get into the most severe inner conflicts and cannot spare it spiritual depressions, so 
that the body, despite living well and fulfilling earthly desires, finds no rest and spends its days in true 
self-weariness, and this influence of the soul on the body can sometimes determine it,....If people did 
not let such inner warnings, bad moods and agonising self-reproaches pass by unheeded, they would 
often  reach  insight  much  sooner,  and  the  soul  would  thank  them  for  it.  Only  in  the  constant 
harassment of the body does the soul find support on the part of loving spiritual beings, if these are not 
directly called upon for help. Every failure, every annoyance and every unpleasant occurrence is, as it 
were, a help from beyond to support the soul, to make the body compliant, so that soul and body 
devote themselves together to working on themselves. And again, such joint work is indispensable if 
the soul is to reach the degree of maturity to be able to contain the divine spirit within itself. For where 
the body does not follow the same path, matter is an insurmountable obstacle to the soul's unification 
with the spirit of God. Every work of the soul must be carried out by the body at the same time, there 
must be complete agreement between body and soul.... and the body must carry out without resistance 
what is solely helpful for the soul....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 
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Illness and suffering 

Cup of suffering.... God’s love.... B.D. No. 3733

April 2nd 1946

he cup of suffering has to be emptied completely if you want your soul to heal, so that it will be  
able to enter the spiritual kingdom as a recipient of light after your physical death. You don’t 

know the blessing your soul can achieve through suffering, you don’t know how it will change within 
a  short  time by dissolving  the  darkest  shell,  which  otherwise  would  have  taken much longer  to 
achieve. Your life span is limited, it will not last much longer, but souls are still far from perfect and 
yet I want to help them achieve a certain degree of maturity, so that they need not expect a new 
banishment into matter, for I take pity on the latter and would like to save every single soul from this 
fate. Your will to achieve maturity of soul is very feeble, and thus you would still need a long time to 
attain this degree of maturity. But this time is no longer at  your disposal,  and so I use means of 
purification which are undeniably very painful but which can be exceedingly beneficial if only you 
humbly and acceptingly concede to My will,  if  you do not grumble and complain but allow Me 
Myself to work on you in ways which promise good results.

T

I know that you are suffering but I also know how you will rejoice when your earthly time of trial is 
over and you have passed through it, just as you will thank Me for having used every means to save  
you from an endless time of new captivity in hard matter. What I spare you now you will have to 
endure in the kingdom of the beyond, if you have the grace to leave earthly life before the last days.  
But if you live until the end then you run the danger of descending even lower if you are unable to  
detach yourselves from earthly possessions beforehand, if you have not yet reached the conclusion 
that only spiritual life is valuable and that earthly life is merely the means to an end.... the means to 
achieve maturity of soul.... Abandon everything you own in order to attain maturity of soul, then you 
can confidently await your end, then you will have reached your objective on earth, you will have 
overcome matter and will be ready for the spiritual kingdom. Part from earthly possessions voluntarily 
in order to receive spiritual wealth in abundance, because they will make you far happier than any 
earthly possession could ever do. Finish the cup and know that My love belongs to you or I would not 
let you suffer so, because the suffering is for you, who acknowledge Me, a fire of purification, since I 
want your souls to enter My kingdom in a crystal clear state, since I want the light and strength of My 
love to be able to flow through you without meeting the slightest resistance. And do not lose faith in  
My love.... A sufferer should know himself loved by Me, because by means of suffering I draw him 
close to Me where he will truly find peace and happiness one day....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Cross.... "My yoke is gentle and My burden is light.... " B.D. No. 4127

September 21st 1947

ake up your cross and follow Me.... And I will walk beside you and help you carry it, for My love 
will not let you suffer where it can take away your suffering without harming your soul. But if the 

cross weighs you down, then know that this is necessary for your soul's maturity.... And bear in mind 
that I know about your spiritual adversity and try to remedy it first, for the soul is in greater danger 
than the body when the hour of death has come. Consider that all adversity will end with the end of  
this earth and that this end is not far away. And therefore try to shape yourselves such that your stay in  
spheres of light will be assured, that you will gladly give up your earthly body and exchange it for a 
life in the beyond in complete freedom, if you have passed the test of will on earth. And this life will 

T
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compensate you for everything you have suffered on earth and you will never desire this earth again.  
And the more suffering weighs you down the sooner you will have to (be allowed to?) give up earthly 
life and yet be purified for the spiritual kingdom. And you will thank Me eternally that I let you suffer  
for  your  own sake.  Nevertheless,  I  give  you comfort  that  your  suffering  can  be  averted  through 
heartfelt prayer to Me, that I will take it away from you if you trustingly come to the Father like 
children. Then I will lovingly take care of you and carry the cross for you, i.e. I will find a solution 
which is equal to a reduction of the hardship.... I lighten your cross so that it no longer weighs so 
heavily on you, and you will be able to carry it because you draw the strength for it from Me. "My 
yoke is easy and My burden is light...' I gave you this Word Myself. "I Myself gave you this Word. Do 
you want to doubt its truth? Therefore always believe that every cross is bearable for you if only you 
carry every burden with your eyes turned towards Me, and if it seems heavy to you, consider it a sign 
of My love for you, for I want to make My kingdom accessible to those I let suffer without guilt 
already on earth, because I know about their direction of will, about their activity of love on earth and 
about their state of soul, which I want to elevate. And therefore patiently accept all suffering, it is only 
imposed on you for your own good, and you will never reach your goal in the same time if you are 
spared suffering, if you are not burdened with a cross, if earthly life gives you fulfilment of all your 
wishes and much more. And if you know My Word that it is a sign of My great love for you, if you get 
into earthly adversity which almost makes you despair of life, then don't complain and grumble but 
surrender to your fate and think that your Father in heaven truly does not burden His children with 
suffering if it would not bear far greater blessings for your soul, the maturing of which is the goal of  
every human being on earth....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Afflictions of the body.... Suffering for the Soul.... B.D. No. 5995

July 7th 1954

he body will pass away but the soul will leave it in order to enter eternity in radiant abundance of 
light if it has used its earthly life correctly. Therefore do not grieve when the body is afflicted 

with infirmities, for this body then carries a burden for the soul so that it can swing up in freedom into 
bright heights.... Do not grieve but rejoice, for it is a plus for the soul at the end of earthly life.... It is 
the path you once voluntarily agreed to take, even if you knew nothing about it in earthly life, yet the 
soul recognised its opportunity to mature and took upon itself the fate which seems difficult for you to 
bear. But if your body can no longer cope with its burden, if you feel too weak to carry the cross  
imposed on you, then look up to Him and ask Him to take your burden onto His shoulder, and He will 
help you carry the cross..... He will give you strength and support you, He will always be ready for 
you if you call upon Him for help. You, who have to suffer on earth, experience God's love to a special 
degree, even if you don't understand it, even if it seems incomprehensible to you that His love has 
burdened  you  with  a  cross.  Yet  only  the  body  suffers  and  passes  away,  but  the  soul  is  spared 
unspeakable suffering, and God's love and care is meant for this soul which He wants to protect from 
a fate which is far more painful than the suffering the body had to bear during its earthly life. And as 
soon as you surrender to God's will, as soon as you patiently carry your cross, the soul's shells will 
dissolve, it will become receptive to light, it will become free and need not fear death either.... it will 
welcome it as an entrance into the kingdom of light, it will lay down its body with joy and be grateful 
that it suffered for it.... For now she will live in light and freedom and eternal bliss.

T

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 
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'Behold, I am with you always.... '. B.D. No. 1004

July 13th 1939

These words shall be your comfort and assurance at all times.... trust Me. I will indeed burden 
you with suffering but only so that you will remember Me and call upon Me for help in all  

adversity. For I want to strengthen your faith, I want you to let your faith become such strength that no 
earthly  suffering  can  make  you  anxious  and  despondent  anymore.  You  are  still  despondent  and 
threaten to collapse under the oppositions I send you, yet if they can no longer harm you, if nothing 
can make you waver in your faith in My help, you will have reached that degree of strength of faith 
that I can work through you. Behold, how much easier life will then be for you when you no longer 
have to pay attention to the daily oppositions and need not worry about daily life. To be a true child of  
its Father in heaven also requires utmost trust that it will be protected in every adversity and danger,  
and thus I want My children to know.... approach Me fearlessly and with complete faith in order to be 
able to.... abundance of grace is therefore always at your disposal when I promise you My help if you 
desire it.... And it is only necessary that you believe and ask.... ready to help where people faithfully 
desire it. You alone create all difficulties for yourselves; if you are far away from Me in your heart, I  
have to direct your thoughts to Me, and that through adversity and suffering. But if you carry Me in 
your heart you are also safe in My heart, and whatever you then still have to carry only serves your 
own salvation.... One day you will know how to thank Me when you realise why such things were 
given to you.... But on earth you cannot grasp it and therefore should only take the small cross upon 
yourselves without grumbling and complaining and carry it humbly for My sake. The body passes 
away and with it earthly pain.... I love all My little children and don't want them to suffer through 
eternal times, but this would be your fate if I kept earthly suffering away from you, which is truly not 
the hardest  thing  to  bear.  And if  I  promise  you My presence,  then  trust  Me and do not  become 
fainthearted. He who imposes suffering on you can also take it away from you, and He will truly not 
let you call Him in vain if you appeal to Him from the bottom of your heart....

"

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 
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Death and mourning 

Hour of death.... Explanation of suffering.... B.D. No. 4033

April 30th 1947

ou never know how your end will happen, and therefore you should call upon God's mercy every 
day that you might receive it in the hour of your death. Even if you live in accordance with 

God's will your end can be difficult if it is to serve you to completely purify and liberate yourselves 
forever. God's wisdom and love is yours until your last hour on this earth, and as long as your souls 
are still able to change you will be given the opportunity even at the hour of death. For this reason 
devoted people often have to suffer in the flesh and cannot find an explanation for it because they are 
unable to detect God's love therein. And yet, divine love causes this suffering because it is the best 
means for the soul to acquire a degree of maturity within a short period of time which allows the light  
to permeate the soul in the beyond, and the soul will thank its Creator once it is free and recognises 
God's great love and mercy. Thus all suffering has to be seen as evidence of God's love, and even the 
end is blessed if it is accompanied by suffering, although it does not appear to the human being that 
way. The soul indeed separates itself from the body with pain, but immediately lifts itself into the 
kingdom of the blessed spirits. It not only leaves earth physically but also spiritually and also takes the 
body's fully matured substances along, because every degree of suffering dissolves the cover which 
still  encloses the soul. And the person who is still able to free himself completely from immature 
substances on earth will be blessed.... he will have used his earthly life for his deliverance and will no 
longer revolt against God's will either.

Y

In the hour of death he will certainly struggle for the peace of his soul but he will never consider his 
physical  suffering to be unjustified,  for his  soul  will  know that  the end is  near,  that his  physical 
suffering will also come to an end and that the soul will derive benefit from it even if it is no longer  
able to convey this realisation to the body. The body, however, will separate itself from the soul as 
soon as it senses its perfection, because then it will have fulfilled its task of having served as an abode 
for this soul. The hour of death can be difficult for all of you but it can also be a blissful falling asleep  
in order to awaken in the kingdom of light if the soul needs no further suffering, if it has already found 
the union with God on earth and He then brings it home into His kingdom, into your Father's house, in  
order to make you blissfully happy. But you do not know how your end will happen, and therefore 
pray to God for mercy, ask Him for His grace and strength if God still needs to afflict you, and you 
will also endure the hour of death. The body will suffer but the soul will joyfully leave the body and 
lift itself into the spheres of light....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Consider the end.... B.D. No. 6439

December 30th 1955

 send the same admonition to all human beings: Consider your end. For it is granted to all of you; 
right now you all have to count on a natural recall from this earth when your hour has come. But 

many of you will have to leave earthly life prematurely, because I don't want to let them fall into My 
adversary's hands since their resistance is not strong enough to resist his coercion in the last days....

I
However, even the people who will experience the end will have to count on a shorter lifespan than 

they would naturally expect, for this end will happen to you soon.... And you humans are not yet 
mature enough to anticipate  this  end without  reservations....  And thus,  in  view of the near  end I 
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admonish you all to make every effort to improve your soul. I caution you to live consciously and not  
to let a day go by without having done a kind deed, without having offered your soul a gift to help its 
ascent.... I urgently remind you all to accept My Word, to let yourselves be addressed by Me in My 
Word and thereby also receive the strength to help you ascend.... Don't just live your earthly life but 
engross yourselves at least once a day in My Word, briefly communicate with Me and commend 
yourselves to Me and My grace....

Just a heartfelt thought to Me is already refreshment for your soul, and if you read or hear My Word 
in silent devotion you will provide your soul with the nourishment that will help it mature for sure. I 
only admonish you humans to live consciously.... to remember that your life will not last much longer 
and that you will prepare a bearable fate for your soul after the death of its body....

Don't let the time you have left until the end slip away.... don't let it pass by without using it for your 
soul, and you only provide for your soul when you entertain spiritual thoughts, when you make mental 
contact with your God and Creator of eternity, Who is Father of you all, Who would like to admit you 
into His kingdom but requires your own will to do so: to create a state of soul which allows its entry 
into My kingdom.... Therefore I admonish you time and again: Consider the end....

As long as you stand in the midst of life you will always resist this idea because you don't know that  
you can be granted an extremely blissful fate afterwards.... But My love would like to grant you a  
blissful fate, consequently you will constantly hear these Words of exhortation from above, because 
you yourselves have to  want to become blissfully happy....  Every pensive hour, every moment of 
inner reflection will be of utmost benefit for you.... Yet woe to those who will never find time for this,  
who are so attached to the world that they are incapable of detaching themselves for a short time.... 
For they are firmly under My adversary's control from which they will hardly be able to escape if they 
are not helped through loving intercession, through calling upon Jesus Christ to be helped by Him 
directly.... You can call upon Me at any time and I will hear you, for I want to release you from his 
chains and not prolong your captivity....

Consider the end.... and consider the state of your souls. Call upon Me for help.... This is what My 
never-ending admonitions intend to achieve, that you will remain in contact with the only One Who 
can help you....  that  you will  direct  your eyes and appeals heavenwards  and become and remain 
conscious of the fact that you will not live forever on this earth....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Death in the Lord.... Mourning....Poor Souls - Prayer.... B.D. No. 0470

June 17th 1938

 blissful death is to fall  asleep in the Lord and to awaken in the kingdom of light....  in the 
beyond. What you are granted in life will be much easier to bear if you accept it with a view to 

eternity, for then you will, as it were, only live for it and....also know that all suffering will come to an  
end in a short time if you measure.... it against eternity, but you will be allowed to enjoy the fruits of 
this suffering for an eternity. And so you should always take comfort in the fact that your end can be a 
blessed one and that your entry into the heavenly kingdom will be even more blessed. Thus you bury 
your dead and weep for them, and yet this day should be a day of inner joy for you if you consider that 
the soul has only exchanged this earthly life for a far more beautiful one, that the human being has 
removed  all  suffering  from himself  and  now  enters  a  new  life  carefree  and  redeemed  from  all  
suffering, which outshines.... all earthly life in beauty and happiness Why then do you want to mourn? 
So try to gain such a fate for yourselves in the beyond already on earth, try to detach yourselves from 
everything that ties you to the world, and you will easily be able to leave this earth....But anyone who 
loves the earth too much will also find it very difficult.... to leave it, he does not want to part with the 
goods of this world, his heart is too attached to earthly things. And this person will not find a place 
prepared for him on the other  side either,  where he can continue the good life  on earth.  He has  
neglected to work for such in earthly life and must now serve for a long time before he is worthy of 

A
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bliss in the beyond. There the human being will have the right to mourn such a soul, but....not that it 
has departed from earth,  but  only that  the soul  now has to  torture itself  unspeakably in order  to 
become partaker of what it should acquire on earth....For this soul pray,....give them your strength 
through prayer,....Whoever truly loves such a soul will be able to save it through this love, for love 
will be constantly active for such poor souls who did not recognise their life correctly and now have to 
live in want until they are redeemed from their guilt. The Lord's care is always for you, so let your 
care also be given to those who are grateful to you from the bottom of their hearts for every help....,  
remember that they, too, were erring people who, having been led onto the right path, struggle and 
fight in order to finally also enter the kingdom of light....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Mourning for the departing.... B.D. No. 1402

April 30th 1940

ou should be concerned about the living, but not weep for those whom the Lord will call away 
when the time comes. And so you must submit to the divine will and take comfort in the Lord. 

For God is love.... He does not send you sorrow and affliction so that you should suffer, but for the  
sake of your souls, which are to mature through suffering. And if you lose a person who is dear to you, 
your pain will be alleviated if you remember Jesus' suffering and death on the cross. You, too, take the 
suffering on your shoulders if you bear it for the Lord....  And for the sake of humanity the Lord 
endured the suffering, but you bear it for those whom you love, if you bear it devotedly and for the 
sake of the Lord. Therefore do not complain and do not call the soul back to earth if it has left the  
earth valley, for the hour of freedom has struck it and all earthly heaviness has fallen away from it.  
And this shall be your comfort, that God's love is infinite, that His love concludes life when the time 
has come for Him to call it to Himself into His kingdom.... a peaceful life in eternity....

Y

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

"I will send you the 'comforter'...." B.D. No. 7247

April 6th 1959

ou shall all be comforted who go through your earthly life grieving or anxious. My love will 
always pursue you and My love does not want you to suffer. And thus I will send you the right 

comforter, My spirit, which imparts words of love to you, words of comfort and words of strength. I 
have promised you My spirit that it will comfort you when I no longer dwell in the body on earth. And 
this promise applies to all who take the path across earth.... I Myself will always be with them in spirit  
and address them so that they will not feel lonely and abandoned, so that they will not need to mourn, 
so that they will not fear and tremble.... For I Myself am with all who ask Me for comfort and strength 
and love. My spirit is truly a comforter, for can a human being address you more lovingly than eternal  
love Itself does? And eternal love expresses Itself through the spirit, as It has promised: "I will send 
you the comforter, the spirit of truth...." And this spirit, which is My emanation, will truly lift you up 
and comfort you, it will not leave you powerless, it will strengthen you and again and again give you 
courage and strength, and you will always be able to master earthly life because you lean on Me 
Myself when your spiritual spark unites with the father-spirit of eternity in order to let Him comfort 
you. Therefore there will only ever be one path when the heart is sad, when the human being wants to  
despair in earthly or spiritual adversity, the path to Me Myself, so that My spirit will become active in  

Y
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you, so that it can express itself and truly does so in such a way that you will continue your path  
strengthened and comforted towards the right goal. For then I will speak to you Myself and My words 
will touch your heart like balm, they will alleviate all pain and remedy all secret hardship, My word 
will penetrate your hearts and bring everyone the comfort he needs in his suffering. Not arbitrarily 
have I spoken these words: "I will send you the comforter...." For I knew about the many hardships 
into which My children will fall if they want to walk the path of following Jesus. Suffering will not be 
able to be kept away from them on this path, and in this suffering I wanted to assure them of My  
comfort....  and since I was no longer on earth in a purely physical sense I promised My own the 
'comforter', My spirit.... thus Myself, only not visible as a human being, yet present to everyone who 
needs comfort and strength and calls upon Me for help in his adversity. But I cannot intervene in a 
comforting way where My spirit is not requested, where there is no bond between the spiritual spark 
in the human being and the father-spirit of eternity. I have to wait until the call reaches My ears that a 
person is in distress and that he expects help from Me. Then I will certainly be ready to help, for I  
have promised My comforter to all who believe in Me and long for Him.... And therefore no human 
being need be despondent, no matter what distresses him.... for he will always find comfort and help 
with Me, and I will quite obviously grant him such, so that 'My spirit' will become manifest and its 
working, true to My promise: "I will send you the comforter, the spirit of truth...." You can keep this  
promise of Mine when you are troubled or distressed, for My word is truth, and no one who turned to 
Me in his distress will need to go from Me without being comforted....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 
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Coming distress 

Coming Tribulation.... Purpose of the Announcement.... B.D. No. 1594

September 2nd 1940

he state of suffering on earth is still on the increase, and men expect incalculable misery, trouble 
and worries. And this must be so because man does not find to God without this. A time will 

come, so difficult, as men have not yet experienced; all hope will dwindle; all courage will sink, and 
the  heaviest  pressure  will  weigh  on  mankind,  caused  by  unspeakable  sufferings,  diseases  and 
tribulations of every kind. And still all this will be bearable in firm faith in God, because where man 
does not walk alone, but has made God his confidant, there God will also always be present, and the 
trouble will not depress him, and he will not feel the great suffering so. But only few will fetch power  
and comfort from God; only few will the divine word be source of power and few will be spared in the 
trust in God's help through his will.... because faith has been lost; it is a time of complete apostasy 
from God. And that is why the Lord knocks again at the hearts of his earth children; he announces 
himself through his word and announces to them the difficult time and the fight on earth, and he will 
accept all who come to him in this trouble and ask for his help. He takes care of the trouble of his 
children himself by using all possible means to indicate to men the coming time as a time of horror 
and misery. He does not want that fate hits men unprepared; he wants that they unite with him before 
to now be able to avert the great suffering from them. He wants to win his creatures for himself, but  
does not want to grant the opponent the power over them. And that is why he announces the difficult 
time before and instructs those who want to hear his word. He is full of kindness and mildness and 
only wants to speak in love with his children. But they do not hear the kind and loving words, and 
therefore he must show his power so that men fear him and then learn to love him; he must reveal 
himself to them as lord of creation so that they acknowledge him as ruler and ask for his love. But 
where men believe,  there the proof of his power is not necessary,  because there love has already 
awakened, and love fulfils what God demands.... It is the love of God unchangeable; it will always 
and constantly be meant for his children, who are in danger to lose themselves.... And this love rings 
around your souls; it seeks to make itself known, and who himself lives in love, he will also recognize 
divine love. He will recognize the loving guidance through all terrors and sufferings of the coming 
time, and he will trustingly abandon himself to eternal love and expect this time without fear and 
trembling. And the Lord remembers them when the time has come. He carefully leads them through it,  
lets all adversity pass them by; he strengthens and comforts them where they are anxious and fearful,  
and he makes himself known in greatest trouble.... because the father in heaven knows his own, and he 
has promised them his protection that all suffering is taken from them when they lift their hands to 
him asking. Man only has to believe in God's love, goodness and mercy.... and he has to lead.... .... 

T

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Purpose of the time of need.... Comforting encouragement.... B.D. No. 3388

January 1st 1945

o not be afraid when great adversity comes upon you but lift up your eyes to Me with complete  
trust that I will help you. And I will take you into My care and guide all your steps so that you 

will  reach your goal.  Anyone who believes in Me will  not be pushed to the ground by suffering 
because he will find firm support in Me, because I Am his support and impart strength and power to 

D
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him. He will never feel abandoned, he will never be lonely, for he constantly feels Me next to him, and 
thus he reaches out to Me if he fears losing the ground beneath him. And I hold him and raise him 
up.... And therefore don't be afraid of the time you are approaching but expect it calmly and with 
composure and prepare yourselves for it by uniting with Me ever more intimately and let your faith 
become strong through prayer and loving activity. For both earn you grace, and this is expressed in an 
unshakeable faith. To possess a strong faith is a grace which you can always request through prayer. 
That is why prayer is the first thing you should do if you want to acquire strength and grace. And if 
you are in possession of strength and grace, of a strong unshakeable faith, then the coming time will  
not frighten you, then you will entrust everything that worries you to Me, you will become free from 
all  fear  because  you know that  I  stand by your  side and that  nothing can happen to you in My 
presence..... Yet the time of adversity is inevitable for humanity which has not yet found Me or does 
not want to recognise Me. The coming adversity shall lead people to Me, they shall, inspired by your 
example, also raise their hands to Me, they shall call Me and choose Me as their companion, as their 
guide, to Whom they entrust themselves in hours of danger and Whom they ask for His protection.... I  
would also like to help them, yet until they call upon Me I cannot grant them My help, because they  
have to gain faith in Me before I can express Myself to them. For without this faith to assist them 
would be futile and would not benefit their souls. Yet for the sake of their souls I allow hardship to 
come  upon  people,  for  these  souls  are  in  great  spiritual  distress....  they  are  in  danger  of  losing 
themselves to My adversary, and I cannot forcibly guide them back to Me but they have to find the 
path to Me themselves. And this is the purpose of the coming adversity, that they call to Me and I can 
now turn to them.... But you, who believe in Me, should not fear this time of need, for I can approach 
you at any time and give you what you need.... Strength and grace, spiritual and earthly nourishment; I 
can help you in every adversity of body and soul, I can help you bear every suffering and always grant 
you My support, because you raise your hands to Me in deep faith and I, as your Father, can always 
give you according to your faith....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Connection with God secures His protection.... B.D. No. 6254

May 10th 1955

tay in constant contact with Me and you will emerge safely from all difficulties which still have to 
befall people before the end. No human being need fear this time as long as he has found Me 

Myself and does not let go of Me, for as long as he walks by My hand, as long as I walk beside him,  
he is immune to all adversity.... And My presence is certain for him if he never leaves Me out of his  
thoughts, if he always converses with Me, if  he commends himself  to Me daily and requests My 
nearness.... And if he lives in love.... For then he is intimately united with Me for time and eternity.... 
To all of you I promise My protection in the days of coming adversity, you who only  want to be 
united with Me, you who have recognised Me.... you who believe in Me.... reflect that I have created 
you to mould you into My children.... Think about the fact that My Fatherly love never ends, then you 
will also know that I don't want you to suffer unless it is necessary for you. But the necessity exists as 
long as you exclude Me from your thoughts, as long as you still turn away from Me and pursue goals  
other than Me.... Then I will have to be hard on you so that you remember Me and turn to Me, so that  
you learn to recognise the Father in Me Who will help you if you want to let Him help you. Then you 
may well suffer and be in need until you appeal to Me for help.... Yet as soon as you seek Me of your 
own accord and have also found Me you can be without worry that you will still be threatened by 
danger, for My nearness eliminates such. Yet you must call a living faith your own, for words which 
are only spoken by the mouth do not secure My presence for you; on the other hand, a thought of the 
heart draws Me to you and then you will truly be under safe protection. You must achieve in your 
earthly life that you always feel Me close to you, you must pray to Me 'without ceasing', that is, you 
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must consult Me in everything you do..... I must be the first and the last in your world of thoughts, you 
may no longer live without Me, and the closer I will be to you because you yourselves secure My 
presence by thinking of Me. Great strength lies in thinking of Me, which you can let take effect at any 
time, which is why nothing will touch you painfully and no danger can threaten you as long as you 
remain united with Me in your heart.  I  give you this comfort  for the coming time, which should 
therefore not frighten you because I Myself watch over you and constantly grant you My protection....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Words of comfort from the Father.... B.D. No. 6444

January 5th 1956

hatever suffering and pain you experience in earthly life will help you to achieve perfection if 
you surrender to My will.... Yet bear in mind that I know everything and that what I allow can 

always result in good success for your soul. I certainly don't approve of the actions of those who cause 
you pain or hardship, yet all people have free will and will one day have to answer for this will.... Yet  
you need not suffer any harm to your soul as a result, you can emerge from all hardship and suffering 
unscathed but then you will also have a plus, yet always provided that you remain in contact with Me 
through love, that you don't let yourselves be tempted into thoughts of hatred and revenge but humbly 
let everything pass you by in the certainty that I know about it and will help you as soon as you turn to 
Me in prayer.... You have a Father in heaven Who loves His children.... Trust in your Father with 
complete faith and you will not be disappointed, for He always knows a way out, no matter how 
confusing it may seem.... for truly all things are possible to Me.... My adversary's activity also appears 
strongly, you must always remind yourselves of this.... He wants to get you under his control, he wants 
you to give up your faith in Me, to detach yourselves from Me and surrender to him through equally 
bad actions and unkindness.... Do not let yourselves be deceived, wait in patience and trust in My 
help.... Wherever you are met with hatred, repay it with love; wherever you are hostile, bless in My 
name,  speak  My  name  often  and  sincerely  when  you  are  in  need,  and  you  will  be  inwardly 
strengthened and have the strength to repay bad with good. In contact with Me, trusting in My help,  
you will be able to do everything, and My adversary's activity will remain unsuccessful, only pushing 
you ever  more  towards  Me,  Who is  your  Father  from eternity....  And after  heartfelt  prayer  hand 
yourselves over to the beings of light who are only waiting for your call to them, who will now assist  
you on My behalf but may not do so until they are instructed by Me.... until you approach Me Myself 
for help.... They are happy to be allowed to help you, and where you yourselves feel too weak their 
work begins because they are with you to protect and help you as guides on your path through life.... 
You are never too weak to resist your enemies if only you first take the right path to Me, because then 
countless helpers will stand by your side but they are not allowed to intervene until they have received 
the order from Me.... Why then do you want to be timid? There are all kinds of means which will help 
you in times of need.... you only ever turn to your God with complete trust.... But what benefit your 
soul can derive from all the trials and sufferings that are imposed on you, that you cannot measure, but 
one day you will thank Me for the earthly path you had to cover for the sake of your perfection....  
which earned you the close bond with Me, which was indeed a crusade for you but unimaginably 
beneficial if you covered it in My discipleship.... And never forget that no adversity is so great that I  
cannot remedy it.... One is always at your side and only waits for your call.... And His help will truly 
not fail to come....

W

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 
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Consolation by prayer to Jesus Christ 

Trust in God .... The blessing of prayer .... B.D. No. 0235

December 23rd 1937

n a few days you will receive a proclamation which will bring peace to your heart, and in this hour 
you will once again experience the Father’s grace. You will all be safe in His heart if the suffering  

on earth makes you take refuge in Him .... He will lead you ever closer towards eternity if you engross 
yourselves in profound prayer  and enter  into a heartfelt  dialogue with the Father,  Who is  always 
willing to comfort and lift up the weak and the disheartened, who faithfully confide in Him. Draw 
your strength from the Saviour’s Words: ‘Ask, and it shall be given to you .... knock, and it shall be 
opened unto you .... ’ And thus you can always lead a joyful life, for One is watching over you, Who 
will safeguard you if you merely entrust yourselves to His divine protection. People are lacking this 
faithful consciousness of being protected by the Lord .... Consequently, you must suffer on earth, for 
with this faith in God’s ever-ready willingness to help you would experience far less suffering and 
worry  in  earthly  life  ....  As  long  as  you  pray  from  the  bottom  of  your  heart  you  will  not  be  
abandoned .... you can entrust yourselves to the Father’s guiding hand without worry and need not be 
fainthearted .... Your soul will only be granted peace when you have managed to gain firm faith in  
God, for one cannot be without the other. The Lord has so often provided you with the evidence of His 
love and goodness .... how can you doubt it time after time .... for this is what you will be doing if you 
allow yourselves to become depressed by your daily worries. Simply lift your hands to the Lord with 
faith .... and you will always gain relief from your worries. If you then look back at the end of your 
days, you will regret that you had not entrusted yourselves enough to the Lord .... You can achieve far 
more if you only ever unite with Him, Whose love applies to you all .... He constantly admonishes you 
and would like to take possession of your soul .... that it should wholeheartedly turn to Him .... yet you 
humans rarely listen to this wake-up call. Otherwise you would not go through life in suffering and 
sorrow. You will bear everything joyfully and with ease, and the inner voice will speak Words of 
comfort to you even in your adversities if you always look up to your Saviour .... Dear child, love and 
trust for your Saviour must be so firmly anchored in your heart that you will be able to gladly endure  
everything the Father sends to you .... which will serve you for improvement .... If you require being 
comforted, then appeal for it to the Father and He will grant your prayer .... yet do not turn your heart 
away from Him, who alone can provide help .... Protect yourself through prayer from thoughts which 
are bleak and turned away from God .... a deep and heartfelt sigh to the Father will give His grace to 
you, this contact with Him alone will already release you from the powers of dark forces .... for every 
resentful thought .... every unkind feeling is their influence. Yet the strongest weapon is always prayer. 
You cannot receive the blessing of prayer often enough .... and in order to partake in all blessings it is 
enough to send an ardent plea to the Father, Who will never abandon His children. Therefore, do not 
let any day pass you by without sincerely commending yourselves to the Father .... then you will be 
protected against all evil influences, and you will triumph over everything and work for the glory of 
God.

I

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Inner Retreat.... Answer to prayer.... B.D. No. 3507

August 7th 1945

ift up your eyes to Me, from Whom comes your help.... I remember My Own in greatest adversity 
and grant them My protection. And what I have promised you will be fulfilled to the letter. But L
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My promise is: The Father will not leave His child forever if it does not abandon Him. He faithfully  
leads it by the hand so that it will emerge from all dangers unharmed in body and soul. Therefore, do 
not  become anxious  and despondent  when  hardship  grows and threatens  to  overwhelm you.  Let 
everything take its course and only listen to the voice of your heart so that you will become aware of 
My nearness and draw comfort and strength from the awareness that you will never be abandoned. 
Often turn inwards and speak to Me and I will answer you, I will chase away all doubts and anxiety 
and make you cheerful and confident, for you constantly draw strength and grace from the connection 
with  Me.  And  you  lack  this  if  you  are  anxious  and  fearful.  If  you  are  able  to  have  a  heartfelt 
conversation with Me you will also have a strong heart, for you will not feel alone but constantly 
surrounded by My protection. But if you pay too much attention to the world, to the adversity around 
you and its effects, My strength cannot flow over to you without resistance and you feel weak. Only 
the  intimate  connection  with  Me  makes  you  strong....  Always  speak  to  Me  like  children  who 
unreservedly entrust their Father with everything that presses them, and like a Father I will listen to 
you and come to your aid. But don't doubt My love and power.... I can help you and I want to help you 
as soon as you trust Me unconditionally and humbly and childlike ask Me. For I love you from the 
start, and My power is unlimited and banishes every disaster in an instant if this is My will. And 
therefore hope and believe, come to Me in every adversity and distress, and don't cease to pray for 
strength of faith.... Trust Me that I will consider you with utmost Fatherly love, that I will hear you if 
you enter into heartfelt dialogue with Me and desire My grace and strength....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Fatherly Words of comfort.... B.D. No. 3565

October 2nd 1945

e who feels weak in spirit should come to Me, I will give him strength.... he whose faith is in 
danger of wavering should call upon Me and I will revive his faith again.... I want to lift him up 

again  through My Word so that  he will  become spiritually  and physically  so strong that  he will 
overcome all obstacles which discourage him. I will nourish and refresh him and he will certainly feel 
the strength of My manna from Heaven in him by confidently fulfilling his earthly duties and lifting 
his heart up to Me in prayer more often. Taking refuge in Me will always lift him up, for no-one 
comes to Me in vain, no-one knocks at My door without it being opened, and no-one who desires a 
gift will walk away from Me with empty hands. But I especially consider the spiritual hardship and in  
order to resolve it I often let people take difficult paths so that they will learn to recognise Me and  
request My help. However, anyone who comes to Me of his own accord, who accepts Me as his daily 
Advisor, who does not start anything without having prayed for My blessing first, who opens himself 
for My influx of strength through prayer and kind-hearted activity daily and hourly, who therefore 
lives consciously and works at improving his soul, will constantly be cared for by Me and be able to 
confidently leave his spiritual and earthly wellbeing to Me.... he will not be harmed, even if he is 
assailed by earthly adversity in order to test his faith. The path to Me is always open and the bridge is,  
at all times, the prayer, the heartfelt contact with Me and the call upon My name.... Then you will 
always receive an answer,  your adversity will always be remedied as soon as you merely believe 
firmly and confidently and place your trust in Me. I Am aware of your every problem and worry and 
always know how to remedy the situation, yet you should believe in order to recognise the strength of  
faith when you receive help. Let Me be in control and only consider your souls so that they won't live 
in want, for this is entirely up to your own will, whereas I will take care of the body if you believe in 
Me and consciously strive towards Me. And therefore,  always come to Me if  you labour and are 
heavily laden, I will give you rest.... I have given you this promise and I will truly keep it, you will  
never call upon Me in vain if you suffer adversity of body and soul, I Am always willing to help 
because I love you for all eternity....

H
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Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Prayer: "For the sake of Jesus Christ", "in His name.... " B.D. No. 4363

July 4th 1948

e who allowed Himself to be nailed to the cross turns all love towards people who call to Him 
for help. He will not leave anyone in distress, for He has spoken the words to you: 'Come unto 

Me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest'. He will help you carry the cross, 
He will take the burden upon Himself for you, He will stand by you in word and deed if you believe in 
Him and that He died for you, that He suffered so that you need not suffer. You should turn to Him, for 
He Himself calls you with the words: 'Come to Me.... "He promises you His support, His comfort and 
His strengthening. And so heed this call and accept His offer of love. He will truly not let you plead in 
vain, He will be your comforter in adversity and suffering and take the burden from your shoulders 
which weighs you down because He loves you. His love is unchanging, it is divine love which knows 
no limitation, He does not apply the measure of people but knows no measure, He gives where only 
His grace is required, and you can entrust yourselves to His love. And therefore you should always 
turn to Him when you need help, for He and the Father are one, the Father of eternity has chosen His  
shell as abode, He has united Himself with Him for eternity. And thus you call upon the Father when 
you call upon Jesus Christ, you call upon the most powerful Spirit from eternity Who can truly fulfil 
everything for you and also wants to fulfil everything in order to testify to His love and His power. He 
embodied Himself in the man Jesus, He Himself spoke the words through Him to you: 'Come to Me, 
all of you'. And thus every call you make to the cross-bearer Jesus Christ is meant for the Father 
Himself from eternity.... And thus you will not make a wrong request, for the sake of Jesus Christ you 
will be helped in every spiritual and earthly adversity. In His name you should pray, for His name is 
blessed for all eternity, and whoever speaks His name in all devotion will also feel the blessing of the 
name upon him.... He will be helped, he will receive what he asks of God for the sake of His hallowed 
name. Therefore call upon Him when you are in need, remember His words and keep in mind that  
they were spoken in love and will also be kept in love, for His promise also says: If you ask the Father 
in My name, He will give it to you....

H

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Everyone can hear God's speech.... in form of thoughts.... B.D. No. 5469

August 23rd 1952

 impart  to  you  the  Word  of  love,  of  comfort  and  of  encouragement,  and  wherever  you  lack 
knowledge I will always enlighten you, but you must establish a connection with Me yourselves 

otherwise I cannot speak to you.... However, My speech will not always be heard by you, rather, your 
thoughts will noticeably shape themselves in such a way as I want to speak to you, providing you pay 
attention to it and wait until My communication has been received by you. For this much I want to say 
to you: As soon as you merely think of Me, speak to Me in prayer or call upon Me for help My love 
will already be with you.... You will not speak in vain, but I hear all your thoughts and will also  
answer you. However, only few people wait for My answer, only few people are so profoundly devout 
that they are convinced of My reply, therefore I can only seldom make Myself known to a person so 
that he can recognise My clear answer in his feelings and thoughts.... Not a single word you speak to 
Me in deep devotion goes astray, and not a single word will be left unanswered by Me....

I

Even so, your soul very often disregards something which would make it extremely happy. You have 
not developed your spiritual ear as yet and therefore don't perceive the response of My love.... All 
those of you who make contact with Me in heartfelt prayer can consider yourselves addressed by 
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Me.... but if you also want to understand My speech, which you all yearn to hear, then you must train 
your spiritual ear, for you all should strive to achieve this task, because it would make your earthly life 
considerably easier since it is truly blissful to be able to hear My speech which, without exception, 
applies to all those of you who enter into heartfelt communication with Me. You would all draw much 
strength and comfort  from My speech,  which will  only ever  be perceived by you in the form of 
feelings and thoughts, which could provide you with inner serenity and the feeling of security, hence 
you would truly be comforted and strengthened by My Fatherly love which constantly applies to all of 
His children. Consequently you should, after you have prayed to Me in spirit and in truth, wait and 
remain in thought of Me and you will sense My presence, and your soul will receive the gift of My 
Fatherly  love....  For  I  draw  all  those  towards  Me  who  call  upon  Me,  who  enter  into  heartfelt  
conversation with Me, and I want to give to them whatever makes them happy....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Comforting Father Words.... Reference to Death.... B.D. No. 5493

September 24th 1952

t is an undeserved grace that you humans can take refuge in My arms when you are in distress. You 
always know that I have an open ear for your requests and concerns, but you also know that I Am 

waiting for your call,  that I want to hear My child's voice which resounds to Me in every mental 
plea.... I want you to come to Me in every earthly and spiritual adversity so that you will also receive  
My help. I will stand by you in small as well as in great adversity, but do you also know what I intend  
to  do  with  you?  Do  you  know whether  the  help  you desire  is  suitable  for  maturing  your  soul?  
Precisely because you don't know this, you should pray: 'Father, Your will be done...'... .... "You should 
indeed ask Me to help you but not in what way, for I truly know best what serves your soul. After all, 
you children possess My love, you all shall reach the goal on earth to find unity with Me.... Everything 
that serves this purpose I give to you because I want you to become blessed. Indeed, you should 
present all  your small  and great worries and needs to Me, you should come to Me with all  your 
concerns,  and if  you have  profound faith  and express  this  faith  in  prayer  I  will  also  grant  your 
requests, for profound faith is already a higher degree of maturity and the union with Me will have 
already taken place through love, which first gave birth to living faith. Then you shall experience My 
often miraculous help. But as long as the living faith is not yet present, as long as you are still weak in 
faith and therefore also weak in love, I often have to deny you what you request, yet only ever out of 
fatherly  care  for  your  soul's  maturity....  Yet  you  should  always  trust  in  Me  that  I  will  regulate 
everything for you as it is good.... But don't regard physical life as the highest of goods but only 
consider it necessary for the soul, and if you therefore remember the soul and its state after death and 
take care of and create for its life, even death need not frighten you, for then it will only be the gate 
into eternity full of light for you, yet you will never ever desire to return to earth, only then will you 
live and be unspeakably happy in My presence....

I

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 
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Comfort by God's Word 

Outpouring of the Holy Spirit.... Joh. 14, 13-26.... Pentecost.... B.D. No. 1416

May 12th 1940

hoever fulfils My will is the one I love, for his love belongs to Me.... spirit is will and strength 
at the same time, My spirit is always and forever the outpouring of Myself, and thus I Am with  

him who desires Me and My spirit.... And I will never leave him, for he gave himself to Me with his 
love and thus I give Myself to him through My Word. Anyone who truly desires My Word, whose 
heart longs for Me, and this desire testifies to his love, thus I Myself can come to him because he 
dearly loves Me. For I don't want him to remain lonely, I want to be with him and he shall feel My 
closeness;  I  want  him to no longer  be oppressed by suffering,  I  want  to  be his  support  in  every 
adversity and My comfort shall refresh him if he needs.... with him in spirit.... And all of you who 
walk on earth shall desire this spirit of Mine. For if you have My spirit you have overcome. If you  
desire My Word, you seek contact with Me.... and being in intimate union with Me earns you My 
fullest love, and you are safe in My love. You are not lonely and abandoned, neither are you helpless 
and weak, but you are strong if you have My spirit. The outpouring of the Holy Spirit is My visible 
sign that I will not leave you defenceless if you ask for Me and My protection. I have assured you of 
My protection, I have told you that the Father.... will not abandon.... you to your fate if you love Him, 
i.e., if you keep His commandments.... And if you believe My Words and desire My love, I will send 
you My spirit which will guide.... can bestow My grace upon you in abundance, that I can be with you 
in Word and give you strength...,.... And thus My spirit will enlighten you and you will be endowed 
with all the gifts of heaven.... become knowledgeable, you will stand in fullest truth, and your earthly 
path will truly be a walk entirely according to My will.... You will keep My commandments because 
you love Me....

W

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Comfort.... God's Word Proof of His Love.... B.D. No. 3295

October 15th 1944

f you take the life of the soul seriously every day and every hour will be beneficial for you, for I 
consider you according to your will. And if you believe that you are in danger, spiritually or earthly, 

you should always bear in mind that I Myself Am close to you because you have already proven 
yourselves to be Mine through your will, because you therefore belong to those who want to be Mine, 
who desire to be under My Fatherly protection. And I do not leave these children in adversity but save 
them as soon as it  is  beneficial  for the soul.  I  have tremendous love for you, however,  this  also 
involves a certain amount of suffering which has to be imposed on your soul in order to mature. And 
therefore hardship cannot be completely excluded from your life, you must take a measure of it upon 
yourselves because it is necessary for the purification of your soul, and therefore you must not regard 
the suffering as a lack of love and believe that I have abandoned you, instead I Am closer to you than 
ever in adversity and strengthen your soul so that it overcomes the hardship. And therefore you will be 
led out again and again as soon as you humbly accept everything I allow for your soul's salvation. 
Love  for  you  determines  your  fate,  and this  love  will  not  leave  you helpless  if  you  need  help. 
Therefore always trust in My love and don't let yourselves be depressed by the hardship and suffering 
of the time, for I will end it at the right time....

I
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Amen

My Word is the most valuable possession you have on earth.... And this Word shall be everything to 
you, for I Myself Am in the Word. Therefore, if you have Me Myself you should no longer strive for 
anything else, otherwise you will share your love for Me with whatever you desire. But if I Am with 
you in the Word, the highest measure of grace is at your disposal, and thus your longing for the goods 
of the world shall then be satisfied. For what are these compared to My Word, to the evidence of My 
heartfelt love for you, to the gift of strength and grace? You have the highest when you have My Word 
and should desire nothing more apart from it. For with My Word you also receive the promises that I  
will take care of your physical and spiritual well-being. And since My Word is truth, don't worry about 
what your body needs but only about what is helpful for your soul. And be satisfied with My Word, 
which is truly the most precious thing My love can offer you on earth. If you have My Word you will 
also not lack the strength to master your earthly life, for then you will have Me Myself, and thus you 
must nevertheless be powerful and be able to successfully overcome the battle of life. Let nothing take 
away your faith and confidence that My Word is the only source of strength from which you may draw 
daily and hourly and which will never leave you unfortified. For if you accept My Word then you 
accept Me Myself, and where I Am there can no longer be spiritual or earthly adversity, even though 
you seem to be in the latter. Let Me be with you in the Word and your life will only be a constant 
upward development; earthly adversity, however, will no longer affect you, for then you will hold 
your body in low esteem if the soul is united with Me. You have a sure proof of My love for you in 
your hands, and My love is truly the most delicious thing you can attain.... it takes hold of you and 
never leaves you until you are completely united with Me and can leave earth. It won't be long now 
and earthly life will be over.... But the time before that is a time of struggle which you have to endure. 
But if I Am with you in the Word it shall not frighten you but only make you courageous, for I have  
assured you of My help and will not abandon you. And no matter how much you are surrounded by 
threatening dangers, as long as you receive My Word you also know that I Myself Am with you and 
that you need not fear anything which appears threatening to you. But you must not desire anything 
else either in order not to fall prey to the power of the one who tries to approach you by awakening 
your desires for earthly pleasures and earthly possessions. Disregard everything that still belongs to 
earth and only strive towards Me with all your senses, with all your love.... shape yourselves into love 
so that I can completely take abode in you, listen within so that you hear Me, and accept My Word as 
a pledge of My love which applies to you forever and will also lead you through all dangers of body 
and soul.... For My Word is truth, and My Word promises eternal life to all who faithfully receive it  
into their heart and live accordingly. Rest and refresh yourselves with what My love offers you and 
ask for nothing else if you have My Word and can build yourselves up on it....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

God's Word provides comfort and strength in greatest need.... B.D. No. 3448

February 25th 1945

uring  fearful  hours,  when  you  believe  to  be  cut  off  from the  world  and  are  only  able  to 
communicate with God in prayer, you will discover the strength and grace emanating from the 

Word which God's love sends to earth.... Then He will speak to you in His love and give you strength, 
He will care and provide for you and His Word will be ample food and drink until you receive help.  
No human being can give you the comfort which flows from His Word because you feel that He 
Himself is close to you in His Word and faithfully entrust yourselves to Him. And when you hear His 
Word your fear will leave you, His love will speak to you, His Fatherly hand will take hold of you and 
never let you fall again.... His Word is mild and kind, it gives you hope and you know it is truth, and  
thus all dread and worry comes to an end because you now have complete faith in Him.

D
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The greater your earthly need the closer God is to you, if only you call upon Him....He will not leave 
you and conveys this  in His Word which you, if  you wish,  may always hear  directly  or through 
mediators.  Indeed,  God  will  gladly  fulfil  this  desire,  He  will  not  leave  you  without  spiritual 
nourishment, He will not seal the well of living water.... He will protect it from destruction, He will 
not allow human will to obscure it, He will not allow the well to run dry which His great merciful love 
had opened for you who are hungry and thirsty, who suffer distress of body and soul and long for 
refreshment. And thus God Himself descends to earth in His Word to His Own when people prevent 
all access to you.... then He will be with you and you may receive precious gifts from His Fatherly 
hand, you will be strengthened in body and soul, and when you have abandoned all earthly hope and 
only give yourselves to God, He will take your fate into His hands Himself and deliver you from all 
danger.... because His love embraces you and all those who seek refuge with Him in prayer....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

"Keep My Word.... Come all ye to Me.... " B.D. No. 4599

March 28th 1949

dhere to My Word and don't ponder and question whether it is to be understood differently than 
you feel in your heart. You can always draw comfort and strength from My Word, and thus you 

need not live in fear and worry but can banish them at any time by letting Me speak to you. As the 
Father of My children I know everything that moves them and presses them, and I stand by and wait 
until My children trustingly approach Me and ask Me for help. And I do not deny them what they ask 
for.... I have an answer ready for every anxious question, and I repeat what I said when I walked on 
earth: "Come to Me, all you who are weary and burdened.... "Don't let yourselves be weighed down 
by worldly worries which will dissolve into nothing again by themselves, but only remember your 
soul which will always receive strength, to which the strength from Me is imparted through My Word, 
which is why receiving My Word is the most necessary thing for you which you must not neglect. And 
that is why I so often let hardship and suffering come upon you because I want you to withdraw the 
strength from My Word so that your souls will be strengthened. I want you to maintain an everlasting 
connection with Me, that you don't put Me aside and let the world come to the fore. And if you are in 
danger I will approach you in the form of suffering and affliction. And then let Me speak to you.... 
And I will speak Words to you which truly give you strength and comfort and shall be evidence of My 
presence, of My knowledge about your adversity and of My love. I only want you to come to Me of 
your own accord in order to feel your trust which makes Me happy, and I want to remind you of all 
My Words which I spoke to people on earth who were in the same spiritual and earthly adversity. And 
you will recognise Me Myself in the Word, because you recognise the divine origin through the gift of 
strength, and thus you will also be firm in your faith, which I want to help you achieve through My 
Word....

A

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Serious  Words  from  the  heavenly  Father....  Physician.... 
Medicine.... 

B.D. No. 6084

October 20th 1954

hat I administer is a truly beneficial medicine for your soul which enables its recovery and 
makes it suitable for eternal life in beatitude. Yet what good is it to you if you don't use it, if 

you indeed know its healing power but don't utilise it.... what is the use of listening to My Word if you 
don't live accordingly.... if therefore the strength of My Word cannot take effect on you? You have a 
most effective means of healing but don't put its effectiveness to the test; you seek advice from Me as 
your soul's physician but don't follow My instructions and thus cannot get better although you are 

W
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under the care of a good physician.... You don't want to live up to My advice and therefore remain in a 
miserable state, and your soul's hardship remains undiminished.... it has to suffer because you deny it 
help. And the soul's suffering results in earthly adversity, for thereby I want you to think about the fact  
that your way of life is wrong, that it puts your soul at risk and that it ought to beware not it lose its  
life....

Yet I can only ever offer you what will help your soul.... If it doesn't accept My medicine it will 
remain sick and in a wretched state and unable to enjoy the spiritual life.... This is why hearing My 
Word will not benefit you greatly as long as you don't make any effort to live accordingly.... for you 
will only receive strength when you put My Word into practise by fulfilling My commandments of 
love. Only when you carry out deeds of love on earth will you be permeated by My strength of love  
yourselves,  and that  also signifies your soul's  recovery,  it  signifies  a  state  of  life  in  strength and 
light.... I would like all of you to attain this and therefore seriously admonish you to take My Words to 
heart and act accordingly.... I caution you not to treat your soul's life carelessly but to straight away 
provide it with the strength it needs to get well again.... I exhort you to ask Me for help if you are 
unable, if you are too weak, to accomplish your will.... I will provide you with the strength if only you 
turn  to  Me  with  complete  confidence,  if  you  call  upon  Me  with  your  heart  and  confess  your 
weakness.... For I Am always your Physician and Helper Who will never leave you at the mercy of 
your fate but wants to save those who are ailing in body and soul....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Consolation by active charity 

Compassion.... Sick and weak people.... B.D. No. 1032

July 31th 1939

ake care of the sick and the weak, and consider that they are suffering and need your help. You 
should  be  compassionate  and  constantly  consider  the  welfare  of  these  poor  people,  whose 

physical afflictions make their life intolerable, you should try to alleviate this suffering and selflessly 
help them at all times. This is pleasing to God, and since you are all children of God, one shall also be  
concerned for the other and not allow heartlessness or indifference towards your fellow human being 
arise in you. How often do people pass by the sick and the weak without offering them a comforting 
word, it is very depressing for these sufferers. They are helpless in their state and grateful for every 
word granted by love.... And how often do they have to go without because no considerate word is 
spoken to them. They are lonely, and their soul is seized by profound sadness, for it hungers for love 
and is only scantily considered....

T

And the Lord teaches compassion.... and promises eternal bliss, for compassion presupposes love, 
and only a labour of love will bring salvation to the soul. Compassion is purest neighbourly love, for it 
wants to help and expects nothing in return.... A person can be ailing in body as well as in soul.... and 
bringing him help is always inexpressibly valuable.... speaking words of comfort to the physically 
weak and offering the psychologically sick and frail the right remedy out of kind-hearted neighbourly 
love....  For the body’s suffering will come to an end one day but not that of the soul unless it is 
approached by active neighbourly love bringing it help to escape its adversity.

The weak and ailing person, however, needs twice as much support, for the body’s weakness often 
also lets the soul descend into helplessness, and it can only be helped by selfless love which, as it 
were, awakens the soul from its lethargic state and thus stimulates it to take care of improving its 
condition. Then the human being will also bear his physical suffering with patience, if only the soul 
has come to the right recognition on account of its fellow human being’s active help which supported 
it during its adversity.

Any actively compassionate person can bestow untold blessings, for the earthly child will feel this 
both earthly as well as spiritually, and the thus considered person will have to feel relieved and, on 
account of the spiritual strength which shines across with every deed of love, turn his gaze upwards. 
And thus will love and compassion for sick and weak people result in twice as many blessings.... It 
will help to improve the physical condition of the sick and weak and simultaneously be extremely 
beneficial for the soul, and therefore, don’t forget to grant them your help and kind-hearted sympathy, 
lift them up physically and spiritually, and thereby also let their time of suffering become a time of 
spiritual maturing for them.... and the Lord will bless those who are full of compassion towards their  
suffering fellow human beings....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Spiritual comfort.... B.D. No. 7378

June 30th 1959

very spiritual consolation is a refreshment for the soul which is open to it as soon as it feels the  
love of the consoler. For the soul is always in distress when it needs spiritual comfort. Then the 

human being performs a work of love for his neighbour which must sometimes be valued more highly 
than the administration of earthly gifts which only benefit the body. But the soul, which needs spiritual 

E
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comfort, is in need of a work of love, and it can be helped far more.... always provided that true love  
gives it comfort. For then it will feel this love and be inspired to love itself, and love always has a 
redeeming effect. But giving spiritual comfort always requires the right attitude, thus the human being 
has to be in the right relationship with Me, with his father, then he will always also point his fellow 
human being to Me, he will tell him where he can expect comfort and help, he will encourage him to 
turn to Me himself and establish the same relationship with Me as he himself has, and his words will  
therefore also be alive and have an effect  on the fellow human being to  whom he seeks to give 
spiritual comfort. And it is precisely this bond which will comfort him.... the hope that there is one 
Who hears him and heeds his call, and that he can unite with Me in every adversity of body and soul. 
No one should let his fellow human being leave him without consolation. But he can only ever give 
true comfort by referring to Me, Who can and will change all suffering if the person trusts Me and 
asks Me for help. For then he will  acknowledge Me as his God and father,  and that alone is the 
purpose and aim of earthly existence, to enter into the relationship with Me again in which the being 
stood in the beginning, to lift the separation itself in free will, which it once aspired to, and to unite 
with Me again in order to be blissfully happy. This is why every reference to Me is a spiritual comfort 
which every human being needs as long as he is still distant from Me and, as it were, lonely and 
abandoned,  exposed  to  all  attacks  by  the  adversary.  He  is  in  spiritual  adversity  where  he  needs 
consolation.... Take care of all of them, regardless of whether they are still on earth or already in the 
beyond, and give them this comfort  by referring them to Me, that they should call  upon Me and 
through calling upon My name will also find salvation for their souls. Remember them in prayer and 
in thought and don't leave them in this adversity, and they will thank you eternally if you have helped 
them to find Me and to attain beatitude in Me, for which the bond with Me is indispensable. And you, 
too, will be comforted if you are in the same distress of soul, I will take special care of you and give  
you what you need in order to become blissfully happy....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 
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Consolation by faith and trust 

Strokes of fate.... The Father's love.... B.D. No. 6277

June 6th 1955

y  care  pursues  you  with  never  changing  love,  for  I  don't  want  your  downfall  but  your 
happiness.... I want your salvation from darkness and your admission into light. This is why I 

will not throw you into misery and hardship for any other motive than to aid your ascent, because you 
still languish in darkness and cannot muster the strength to ascend on your own. But My methods and 
their effectiveness are unknown to you, and you are easily inclined to believe that I Am cruel.... Yet  
believe in My love and believe that My action is only ever motivated by love, that with every event I 
only ever intend your beatitude.... Only I know the outcome of such events, only I know which path  
you would have followed without My strokes of fate.... and only I know when such a path will lead 
you astray. And what I then allow to happen to prevent it is only ever based on My love and will have 
beneficial results even if this seems incomprehensible to you humans.

M

Thus, the last days before the end urgently require painful interventions on My part, and they will 
repeat themselves many a time, My hand will increasingly have to solve problems and there will be 
much suffering and mourning, but souls will also be rescued, people will be evidently directed to the 
One Who holds everyone's fate in His hands.... even though they will then only fear Him since they 
will  be  unable  to  love  Him....  but  they  will  acknowledge  Him,  they  will  believe  in  a  God  and 
Controller of heaven and earth.... And this belief can show them the way forward if they are of good 
will.... My love belongs to the smallest creature and I alone safeguard all life so that one day it will  
enter the stage of free will and be able to fulfil its last task on earth.... But how much more will I look  
after those who have already reached this stage so that they do not regress and will not have walked 
their earthly path in vain....

But I also recognise the obstacles on every person's earthly path. And I know whether a human being 
will rise above this hurdle or whether he is in danger of failing.... And therefore I pursue him with My 
care and pull  him back or  continue to  guide him onto another  path....  But I  will  never  want  his 
downfall.... Besides, you should know that I Am always a considerate Father.... and that My Fatherly 
care is truly more valuable for the earthly human being than any person's care for his fellow human 
being....

You should always hold on to this when you doubtfully question yourselves as to how I can allow 
children to become orphans, families to be deprived of their provider, the most precious possession to 
be taken away from people.... I can give comfort to everyone, I can take all worries from them, and I 
Am a Father to all who are lonely and abandoned.... yet they have to find their way to Me.... And this 
is what I intend, that they establish a relationship with Me in utmost adversity.... For of what use are 
words which confess faith in Me if they are not turned into action, if people don't come to Me when 
earthly suffering threatens to depress them.... The living faith will be a true support for people.... but a 
dead faith will awaken one doubt after another about God's love and omnipotence.... And every human 
being is confronted by hours of intense hardship.... Then they shall take their path to Me and I will 
truly help them in their distress....

I Am the only One who can take but also give. And if you humans know this then you should also 
believe that I can  heal the wounds I have inflicted on you for the sake of your beatitude.... believe 
firmly  and without  doubt  that  not  everything you regard  as  good and useful  will  always lead to 
beatitude.... My ways are often different but they will certainly lead to the goal. Always come to Me in 
this belief, and you may then experience My love because you believe in Me....
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Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Comforting Words .... B.D. No. 1923

May 18th 1941

isten to the Word of comfort: remain courageous and strong in pain, do not waver in your faith,  
take refuge in prayer and do not deem yourselves abandoned, even if your world threatens to fall 

apart .... Faith moves mountains, and what seems impossible to you is made possible through firm 
faith, and if you call upon Me for help with full confidence, your prayer will not remain unanswered. 
Each person’s path of life is predestined,  thus he must travel it  because the maturing of his  soul 
depends on it. He would certainly travel this path willingly and gladly were he to know its necessity 
and the agonies in the beyond if he were spared this path on earth. Therefore never consider your 
earthly afflictions, for they will pass. Consider the infinitely long time in eternity, which would be far 
more painful  without  the suffering the human being has  to  endure on earth.  And thus  do not  let 
yourselves become depressed by suffering and sorrow, instead, become stronger in faith for Me Who 
loves you and therefore often must painfully intervene in your life in order to save you for eternity. 
Never forget that I Am your Father, your friend, your brother and protector .... And come to Me with 
all your problems, hand yourselves willingly and without resistance over to My guidance and you will 
truly be guided well. Just do not let doubts torment you, counter them with profound faith and hope .... 
because My Word is truth, and if I promise you My help, you need not be afraid.

L

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

The Father's encouragement and comfort.... B.D. No. 6791

March 25th 1957

ow often has My help been assured to you in every spiritual and earthly adversity. I don't want 
you to suffer, thus I will also take the suffering away from you if you come to Me in faithful 

trust and appeal to Me for it. But you must not express this request timidly, you must not doubt My 
love or My power.... And every timid request is a doubt about it, and this also makes the fulfilment 
questionable, whereas strong undoubted faith achieves everything with Me. A child which completely 
entrusts  itself  to  its  father  will  never  experience  his  refusal  because  the  father  loves  his  child....  
However, My love for you exceeds an earthly father's love for his child a thousand fold, and this love 
grants you everything but can only do so if you believe, for every doubt restricts the effectiveness of 
My love, for doubts also prove the child's reduced love for the Father. And hardship often comes upon 
you in order to free you from these doubts, when you know no earthly way out and yet know that there 
is One Who can help you.... Then you will also turn to Him in that adversity and completely hand 
yourselves over to Him.... And then you will also lose all doubt, for great adversity can bring this 
about. Call upon Me in adversity and I will hear you.... ask and it will be given to you.... Come to Me,  
you who are weary and burdened, and I will refresh you.... Always remember My Words which My 
love spoke to you, which have always assured you of help and which you can believe because I 
Myself have spoken them. Submit yourselves to My will and trust Me, and I truly want to guide you 
through all suffering, I want to help you carry your burden which weighs you down, I want to release 
you from every adversity. But don't forget that you live in the last days, that everyone's path of life 
will come to an abrupt end and that you have voluntarily taken increased suffering upon yourselves in 
order to help your soul reach maturity in the short time left. Think more of your soul than of your  
body and patiently endure its pain for the sake of your soul. And come to Me with complete trust,  
asking Me for the strength to be able to endure everything, for a child which loves its father will also 
gladly take a burden upon itself if the father deems it beneficial for his child. Consider every adversity 
as a warning sign of the approaching end.... Your life on earth as a human being was given to you for 
the maturing of your souls. It could certainly also be a peaceful one if love would unite all people.... 

H
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But where this is lacking My adversary can particularly excel, and he will strike wounds everywhere 
in order to endanger your soul, and you should not let him have victory over you. The path to Me is  
always open to you, and you should always take it and appeal to Me for protection and help against 
him so that your souls will not suffer any harm. I Am always ready to help, and it will be all the more 
obvious the stronger your faith is. My adversary, however, tries to shake the faith in you, therefore you 
first have to struggle for this strong faith, which love lets come alive.... You yourselves must try to  
compensate with love for everything My adversary causes in his hatred.... Then you will increase in 
strength of faith, then your prayer to Me will become ever more heartfelt and trusting, and then My 
love will be able to make My children happy, and I will answer every prayer because I will not let 
faith be put to shame....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 
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Jesus Christ is the comforter of the afflicted 

Comforting Fatherly Words.... B.D. No. 3487

May 26th 1945

ll those of you who view the future with concern have a strong Helper by your side to Whom 
you can faithfully entrust yourselves, providing you want to accept His help.... I Myself will 

guide and protect you from all danger of body and soul, if only you will choose Me as your Guide. 
Turn to Me, call upon Me in your adversity, take refuge in Me whenever you are in danger, and firmly 
believe that I will help you, that I will not leave you in distress and that I will direct everything such 
that it will be beneficial for you.... Then you will be able to look forward to every day without worry, 
all troubles will disappear into nothingness, a solution can always be found and, time and again, My 
help will be recognisable. Don't hide yourselves from Me, instead, bring all your problems to Me.... 
look for Me so that I can let Myself be found.... Don't keep your distance from Me but desire My 
presence and I will always be with you and never leave you again, regardless of what happens. And 
believe that the Word I gave you is truth when I promised that no prayer will touch My ear without 
being granted if you profoundly believe in Me and have limitless trust in Me. Don't weaken in your 
faith, but time after time envisage that I love you like a father loves his children whom he will not 
deny any wish if it does not harm them.... Give yourselves to Me as My Own with everything that is 
dear to you and I will direct your destiny such that you will not go short, I will guide you through all 
dangers and shape your life on earth so that it will be endurable for you.... Just do not forget Me and 
My kingdom.... Let your thinking be spiritually inclined, lift your eyes up to Me and always carry Me 
in your heart; enter into dialogue with Me, remain so intimately connected to Me and I will tend to 
you, both in a spiritual and earthly way. Nothing shall trouble you, for I will look after you and this  
truly in the right way.... because My love for you is unchangeable and I always keep My protective 
hand over those of you who want to be My Own and strive to fulfil My will....

A

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Jesus came to the weak, sick and needy.... B.D. No. 5282

December 27th 1951

 came into the world for the weak, sick and needy, for the strong and healthy did not require Me,  
they found their own way, at least they believed they could, and only when they went astray did 

they recognise their weakness and called for Me.... when their own strength did not suffice to master 
their lives. All those who call for Me, who need Me, are weak and their souls are ailing, and all those 
will be helped by Me, because by calling for Me they acknowledge their distressed state, from which 
they hope to be rescued by Me. All you humans are weak and ill, and good for those who recognise 
it.... However, those who feel strong and healthy are in a bad way, for they cannot be helped.... And 
there are many who believe that they don't need help, there are many who are convinced of their own 
strength and very easily use the strength of the one who wants to gain them for himself, who increases 
their arrogant belief and therefore gives them strength, but not without a service in return.... He wants 
the soul and in exchange gives the body what it wants....

I

I, however, Am the physician of the sick and weak, I Am the comforter of the sorrowful and the  
hope of the disheartened.... They all come to Me and they will not ask in vain, I agree to help them all 
even if they do not experience it immediately. But in that case I also know why, and yet you are not  
abandoned, for no one who calls to Me for help from the bottom of his heart will ever call to Me in 
vain.  Come unto Me, all  you who are weak and heavily laden, I will  refresh you....  Thus I  have 
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promised you My help, and so you will certainly receive it.... Always remember this when you are 
confronted by hardship, when you feel physically or psychologically distressed, when earthly life is a 
heavy burden to you, when you need help. Then remember that I once and at any time came to the 
poor, sick and weak and only await your call to reveal Myself to you, but that I want to be called upon, 
so that you freely recognise your weakness and ask for Me, your physician and helper, that your call  
demonstrates  your  faith  that  I  can  and  will  help  you....  and  I  will  never  allow this  faith  to  be 
destroyed....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Contact with Jesus Christ in every adversity.... B.D. No. 6363

September 23rd 1955

ou humans must be in heartfelt contact with Jesus Christ if you want to release yourselves from 
all flaws and weaknesses, from vices and cravings, from all kinds of bad habits.... if you want to 

become perfect. He alone can help you achieve it, and He will do so if you appeal for it and thereby 
testify to your faith in Him as the divine Redeemer. Therefore, as soon as you have to struggle, as 
soon as you are inwardly dissatisfied with yourselves, turn only to Him, for He fully understands 
every human weakness, because He lived on earth Himself as the human being Jesus.... But He also 
has the means to help you.... He strengthens your will and gives you the necessary strength for it from 
His treasure of grace, which He acquired through His death on the cross.... You will not take the path 
to Him in vain, you will definitely receive help if only you desire help.... And thus you should always 
take care to establish and maintain the connection with Him. No-one else can grant you help, He alone 
can and also wants to do so, because it is His Own will that you should become free from all shackles 
which pull you down, it is His Own will that you should regain your past perfection, so that He can 
admit you into His kingdom when you must leave this earth. He wants you to return into your Father's 
house to become as happy again as you were in the beginning.... For this reason He will do everything 
in His power to make this return possible for you, and He will not hold back His gifts of grace, for He 
descended to earth in order to help you, because you were no longer capable of ascending to the light 
on your own.... He died for you humans on the cross and does not want to have made this sacrifice in 
vain, it is His will that all people shall partake in the blessings of the sacrifice on the cross.... that they  
will all reach the goal for which He sacrificed Himself....

Y

However, you must come to Him yourselves, you must entrust yourselves to Him in your distress 
and appeal  for  His  help and it  will  be given to  you. For this  reason you should always become 
conscious of His presence.... You need only call Him to your side with a thought and He will walk 
beside you wherever you go.... The mental contact with Him will assure His presence, and if Jesus 
Christ is close to you, you will speak to Him like a brother and confide in Him; tell Him everything 
that bothers you, but let your requests be more of a spiritual nature, even though you will also receive 
His full support in earthly adversities.... But first consider the state of your soul and, if you discover 
imperfections, approach Jesus Christ trustingly with the plea to release you from every shackle, from 
every evil which separates you from Him. Treat Jesus Christ with the same familiarity as you treat 
your brother, and don't be shy to reveal even your most secret faults and sins to Him. His love is 
infinite and He will forgive them and help you achieve complete freedom because you acknowledge 
Him, because you believe in Him and His act of Salvation. Yet no-one who excludes Him from his  
life, who does not acknowledge Jesus' act of Salvation and God's human manifestation in Him, can 
cope with his faults and vices by himself, for he will lack all strength and his resolve to seriously  
tackle the work of changing his nature will be weak.... He will not be able to achieve anything until he  
has entrusted himself to the divine Redeemer.... for every person who wants to be released from the 
control of God's adversary must call upon Jesus Christ and hand himself over to Him with complete  
trust.... Only then can he be saved, only then will he have the strength to change himself in order to 
enter the spiritual kingdom in a redeemed state, in order to return into the Father's house for good....
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Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

John 14.... 'I will not leave you comfortless....' B.D. No. 7702

September 17th 1960

 will  not  leave  you comfortless....  I  will  look after  you as  a  Father  and provide you with the 
evidence of My Fatherly love.... It is not My will that you should go on living on earth without 

guidance, that you are defencelessly left to My adversary's mercy who will instantly approach you 
when he discovers that you are abandoned. I love you because you are My children who once emerged 
from Me and left the right path, albeit voluntarily, but I will nevertheless not withhold My love from 
them. And My Fatherly love will only endeavour that you return to your Father's house again.... For 
this  reason I  will  assume your  guidance,  providing you do not  obstinately  oppose  Me,  that  you 
willingly allow yourselves to be guided by Me. But in that case you will be under divine care and  
nothing can happen to you, you need not feel as orphans who are alone in the world and are therefore 
often in danger as well. It is My love that I gather My lambs so that they will not stray all over the 
place, that I coax and call them as a good Shepherd Who does not want to lose even one of his sheep. 
My sheep know the voice of their Shepherd, they follow Him and He will lead them home, He will 
protect His flock from the enemy, who approaches time and again in order to cause confusion and to 
scatter the little sheep wherever he can. Then My coaxing call will ring out because I won't abandon 
them to My enemy.... I will pursue those who have lost their way or are in danger of falling into the  
abyss.... For I do not want to lose any one of My sheep because I love them.... And thus no-one need 
be afraid of being abandoned, for I take care of everyone who suffers adversity, who is alone and 
depends on help.... I Am close to all who merely think of Me, who entrust themselves to Me in their 
distress.... And, like a good shepherd, I will treat all those who have distanced themselves from Me 
and who shall  be guided back with coaxing calls  of  love to  their  origin....  'I  will  not  leave you 
comfortless....' This is My promise to you, and thus you can confidently count on My protection, you 
can always avail yourselves of My help, for you know that there is One Who wants to be and remain 
your Father for all eternity.... And you should entrust yourselves to this Father, regardless of what 
troubles you. Then He will take you by your hand and safely guide you through all difficulties, He will 
give you strength to surmount all obstacles, He will even out your paths so that you will safely reach  
your goal, so that you will find Me and stay with Me forever. For all of you are My children who once 
left the Father's house but who shall return again and can only achieve this with My help.... They need 
not feel helpless, for as a loving Father I furnish My children with strength so that they will be able to 
travel the path to their true home.... so that they will return to Me, to their Father of eternity....

I

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Behold, I am with you all the days.... B.D. No. 5480

September 5th 1952

ehold, I am with you always until the end of the world.... I will not leave you humans alone 
because I know that you would then be lost, because you alone are incapable of fulfilling your 

earthly task.... I descended to earth because I knew from eternity that you were defencelessly at the 
mercy of the one whose will called you into life by using divine strength and because I wanted to help 
you against his bondage. I ascended into heaven again, as a human being I had to leave you, I could  
not remain with you humans in body forever but I promised you My spirit which should remain with 
you until  the end of the world....  I  may no longer  be with you physically  but I  Am always and 
constantly with you spiritually so that you need never feel abandoned by the One Who can be a true 
helper for you in every adversity. Call upon Me so that you consciously place yourselves under My 
protection and also always remain aware of My presence,  and you will  master  every earthly and 
spiritual adversity, for then you will do it with Me and I will accompany you on every step, you will 

B
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never be alone.... provided you don't want to be alone, and it is entirely up to you whom you want to  
join, Me or My adversary.... He will always be with you, he will harass you or lure you to him.... But I  
Am always ready to offer you protection against him if you want it yourselves. But since your will is 
decisive I will not visibly intervene if he oppresses you, instead I will wait for your call which has to  
be sent up to Me in spirit and in truth in order to always be heard. I Am with you until the end of the  
world.... What a comforting promise lies in these Words that you need never feel lonely, that you will 
never be abandoned by the Power Which can and also wants everything because It loves you.... Who 
only waits for your call to make you happy with Her presence and to give you what you need.... Light 
and strength, love and grace in abundance....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 
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Comforting father words.... B.D. No. 1850

March 17th 1941

et the little children come to Me and do not hinder them.... Come to Me, all you who are weary 
and burdened, and I will give you rest.... .Can I give you more assurance that you will not be  

lonely and abandoned than through these words of Mine? I am the Father of the wise, the Friend of the 
poor, the Comforter of the afflicted, and the Protector of all who are afflicted He.... who takes refuge  
in Me can truly be relieved of every care. And that is why you are to come to me in every trouble and  
present your request to me; I want to be present always and everywhere where you need me and my 
help; I want to direct you on all your ways towards me; I want to avert suffering and change it into 
joys, and therefore you will not be abandoned and helpless in the suffering, which I let come over you 
for testing. I demand your hearts; I want that you unite intimately with me; I want that in the coming 
time of trouble you are strengthened in faith in me and my love.... ; I want that you can stand up for 
me in full conviction, that you can represent me before all the world. I want that my love becomes  
obvious in you, that you feel me in your nearness,.... I want that you become calm in your suffering, 
that you devotedly and believingly entrust yourselves to me to be able to visibly work on you, so that  
you become aware of my power and strength, so that I live in your hearts, that you deal with me like  
with your brother, that you are not anxious but believing. Because my love is greater than all trouble, 
my arm is stronger than danger, and what means great suffering for you, that will earn you a state of 
maturity, which you can never reach otherwise. And so I call to you: Believe, love and trust.... Become 
like the little children, who carelessly leave everything to the father, because they know that his love 
only wants.... the best for his children And come to me in all trouble; I want to help you, and never 
ever you are to call me for help in vain, because I hear the prayer of those who acknowledge me as 
their father and implore me in all trouble.... .

L

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 
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